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Overview

Milwaukee has long been marred by structural 
racialization that has impeded substantive equity 
and distorted our democracy.

Through a focused effort on Belonging and 
Equity by Design, the City of Milwaukee can 
counteract decades of oppression and create a 
more equitable city for all of its residents. 



Racialized Structure of 
Opportunity—Othering

• Segregation is not just separation 
of people but opportunity in a way 
that makes it harder for some 
people to gain.

• The process of hoarding and 
distributing is unequal. 

• Geographic segregation is one 
way to organize inequality.



Historical Redlining
1938 Home 
Owners’ Loan 
Corporation 
Milwaukee 
neighborhood 
grades



Present Day Segregation



Present Day Segregation



Racialized Wealth 
Disparity



Racialized Wealth 
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Racialized Wealth 
Disparity



Source: New York Times

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/21/us/milwaukee-segregation-wealthy-black-families.html


Effects of Segregation 
and Wealth Disparity

• We fund schools based on local 
property tax.

• Tax rate for poor neighborhood is 
really high, but the tax yield is 
really low.

• This system perpetuates the lack 
of resources for isolated 
communities.



Source: New York Times

School Funding

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/21/us/milwaukee-segregation-wealthy-black-families.html


Voter Suppression
• Wisconsin’s Voter ID laws 

disenfranchise voters.
– 5% of Wisconsinites surveyed said they 

or someone in their household was told 
they lacked the proper documentation 
to vote

– UW Madison study estimated between 
11,701 and 23,503 eligible voters did 
not vote because of new voter ID 
requirements

• Trump won WI by 22,748 votes



Opportunity Mapping
• Opportunity is defined as the full set of 

pathways available to a person, where an 
individual can access resources to move 
him or her along these set of pathways. 

• However, these sets of pathways are not 
always readily accessible or attainable 
due to the different types of social, 
cultural, and economic barriers in our 
society. 

• Where we live determines our upward 
social mobility.



Opportunity Map: Bay 
Area

Source: Haas Institute

https://haasinstitute.berkeley.edu/opportunity-mapping-project


Different Methods to 
Measure Segregation

• Dissimilarity Index
• Isolation Indices

– Isolation Index
– Exposure Index

• Entropy Score
• Divergence Index
For more on these methods, see Stephen Menendian & 

Samir Ghabir, 
Racial Segregation in the San Francisco Bay Area, Part 
3: Measuring Segregation

https://haasinstitute.berkeley.edu/racial-segregation-san-francisco-bay-area-part-3
https://haasinstitute.berkeley.edu/racial-segregation-san-francisco-bay-area-part-3


2001 District Map Milwaukee 2011 District 
Map

Gerrymandering

Source: Caitlin McKown/UW Applied Population 
Lab



Fragmented Governments



Fragmented Governments
• When you double the number of 

municipalities per 100,000 
residents within a single 
metropolitan area, regional labor 
productivity falls by 5 to 6 percent.

• An increase in the number of small 
governments leads to a decrease in 
local economic productivity.



Othering is a generalized set of common 
processes that can engender marginality and 

inequality across any of the full range of human 
differences.

clas
s

ethnicity







https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=PGcbFj4J_gc



BONDI
NG

BRIDGI
NG

BREAKI
NG

Social ties that link 
people together with others 
who are primarily like them 
along 
some key dimension. These 
are 
genuinely easier to build than 
bridging social capital. 

Social ties that link 
people together with 
others across a 
cleavage that 
typically divides 
society. 

Social ties among 
an exclusive group 
who explicitly push 
away from other 
groups who are 
seen as dangerous 
or a threat.

Putnam’s types of social capital



Structures limit and enhance opportunity

We can define opportunity through access to:

EDUCATION ECONOMIC TRANSPORTATION FOOD

HOUSING                       JUSTICE HEALTHCARE COMMUNICATIONS

This is an issue of membership and belonging.



Exclusion, Integration, Diversity, and Belonging

      Exclusion                Diversity/Integration              Belonging

Diversity doesn’t say anything about relationships and belonging. 
Belonging is inclusion PLUS meaningful participation.   



Structural Marginalization, Allostatic Load, 
and Telomere Length



Not only are 
people 
situated 
differently 
with regard 
to 
institutions, 
people are 
situated 
differently 
with regard 
to 
infrastructure

People are 
impacted by the 
relationships 
between 
institutions and 
systems…

…but people 
also impact 
these 
relationships 
and can change 
the structure of 
the system.

People are differently 
situated





Structural inequity 
produces consistently 
different outcomes for 
different communities

Targeted universalism 
responds with universal goals 
and targeted solutions

VS.

Targeted Universalism



Why Targeted Universalism



Done Right, Our Policies Can be 
Incredible Bridges



Who is in the circle of human concern?



The power of bridging
Bridging is when we 
turn outwardly to 
connect and explicitly 
work with other groups 
and seek ways to build 
common ground. This 
path ultimately takes 
us towards belonging 
and empathy. 



 Structures are not neutral 
 Our relationship to the structures is uneven both as individual 

and groups
 Power gives us greater positive access to structure and more 

ability to shape structures
 Structures enhance or depress life outcomes
 Life outcomes cannot be reduced to individual choices or 

interpersonal relationships
 We live in structures/systems and they live in us

Structural Racialization/
        Marginalization



Opportunity Structures: 
Space, Place, & Life 
Outcomes

• Opportunity structures are the web of influences beyond our 
individual control that enhance and constrain our ability to 
succeed and excel

• Life chances are shaped by opportunity structures, and those 
structures are just as important, if not more so, than the 
choices that individuals make

• Opportunity structures influence both how and who we are



Spatial, Racial, and Opportunity Segregation 
Impact a Number of Life Opportunities

Health

School segregation

Educational achievement  

Exposure to crime; arrest

Transportation limitations and other 
 inequitable public services

Job segregation

Racial stigma and other  
psychological issues

Community power and 
individual  assets

Neighborhood 
 Segregation



Health, Situatedness, and Trauma

• Opportunity structures can affect our bodies. Childhood 
trauma has a profound effect on brain development and 
health outcomes, which can lead to additional issues in 
children  (behavioral, PTSD, etc.)

• Children exposed to racial trauma early are more likely to 
contract asthma when exposed to toxic air.

• Children exposed to high levels of violence are more likely to 
have elevated asthma incidences



Equity by Design
• Use regional or national taxes, 

instead of local property taxes, to 
fund schools.

• Fix gerrymandering at the state level 
to ensure everyone has a voice.

• Belonging: 
– Remove the stigma of “Milwaukee v. 

Suburbs”. Othering only leads to 
isolation. 



Anti Displacement



There are short bridges and long bridges.

Some bridges require more effort to build and 
maintain.  Others are a short distance.  

As bell hooks reminds us, bridges are walked on.

Breaking and Bridging



Q&A
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